Optimal Data Mapping for Motion Compensation in H.264 Video Decoding
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Abstract—Long initial access cycles of SDRAM are the major performance burden of motion compensation in a video decoder. To minimize its effect while improve overall available memory bandwidth, this paper presents an optimal data mapping scheme for motion compensation in H.264 video coding. This scheme allocates the video data into suitable address and bank according to the access characteristics of SDRAM access and address transition in motion compensation. The resulted allocation can reduce the required bandwidth of motion compensation by 36% when compared to the previous design for 525SD video sequences.

I. INTRODUCTION

Memory access dominates the performance in a video decoder, especially in motion compensation. In a typical video decoder, motion compensation unit will access the required reference data from external SDRAM systems. However, a typical SDRAM access consists of a long initial cycle to open a memory row followed by continuous addressed burst access. Thus, if the memory access has discontinuous addresses, it will suffer frequent initial cycles and thus results in performance degradation and larger memory bandwidth. Thus, how to allocate the data to the physical SDRAM is an important task for video decoder.

Targeted to video codec applications, many papers have been proposed to improve SDRAM bandwidth utilization and achieve efficient memory access. Li [1] develops a bus arbitration algorithm optimized with different processing unit to meet the real-time performance. Ling’s controller[2] schedules DRAM accesses in pre-determined order to lower the peak bus bandwidth. Kim’s memory interface [3] adopts an array-translation technique to reduce power consumption and increase memory bandwidth. Park’s history-based memory controller [4] reduces page break to achieve energy and memory latency reduction.

For H.264 application, Kang’s AHB based scalable bus architecture and dual memory controller[5] supports 1080 HD under 130MHz. Zhu’s SDRAM controller[6] employs the main idea of Kim’s memory interface to HDTV application. It focuses on data arrangement and memory mapping to reduce page active overheads so that it not only improve throughput but also provides lower power consumption. However, it doesn’t take the memory operation scheduling into consideration. With careful scheduling, extra bandwidth due to page active operation can be reduced.

In this paper, we combine the data mapping and operation scheduling in our design to minimize the SDRAM initial cycles and thus decrease the bandwidth requirement for real-time decoding. To find the optimal mapping, we first use a simple analytical model to find the best data mapping in theory and in practice. Then, we use real video sequences to validate the mapping. Furthermore, we do not only consider the access within a single motion compensation operation for a block (called intra request), which has high probabilities for continuous address, but also consider the access between the blocks (called inter request) by operation scheduling. The resulted design can save 37% of memory bandwidth compared with the previous approaches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we brief overview the motion compensation in H.264 video decoding and SDRAM memory access in Section II. Then we present our analytical model for intra request and its simulated results in Section III. Furthermore, we present our operation scheduling for inter request in Section IV. The final simulation results are shown in Section V. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.

II. OVERVIEW

A. Basics of SDRAM access

Fig. 1. (a) Simplified bank state diagram, and (b) access latencies of different access statuses.[7].
The cycle for a complete SDRAM access deeply depends on the state of the bank addressed by the SDRAM access. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show a simplified bank state diagram and the access latencies due to different access statuses: bank miss, row miss, and row hit. From a data access viewpoint, low cycle count in the row hit condition is preferred than those in bank miss and row miss. Thus, how to minimize such miss is critical in SDRAM performance. A more completed discussion on various access latencies of a SDRAM access can be found in Lee’s paper[7].

B. Memory access in motion compensation

For video applications, the memory request is usually to get a determined size of rectangle image from frame memory like those in motion compensation, intra prediction and deblocking filter process. These data are continuous in spatial domain and the area we may request between two consecutive blocks has high probability to be overlapped. For instance, when we process motion compensation, the required data is bounded by its block size and search range set during encoding. If the search range is L and the block length is N, a 2L by 2L+N rectangle is overlapped. Data in this region has high probability to be overlapped. For instance, when we filter process. These data are continuous in spatial domain and affected each other. The row miss probability should be adjusted as follows:

\[ P_{row-miss-2D} = \frac{N_x - 1}{L_x} + \frac{N_y - 1}{L_y} \]

where \( L_x \) and \( L_y \) denote the length of memory window in horizontal and vertical respectively. However, the row size is fixed for a certain type of SDRAM, which implies \( L_x \cdot L_y = \Omega \). Thus, the width and height of the row window are affected each other. The row miss probability has the minimum value when \( L_x \) is equal to \( \sqrt{\Omega} \).

Above formula is quite simplified. To be practical, we further consider the characteristics of real video sequences. In H.264 the data length we may request for motion compensation is 4, 8, 9, 13, 16 and 21 pixels according to its block modes and sub-pixel motion vectors. Besides, the probability of starting point does not distribute uniformly in many video sequences. The position number that is divisible by 4, which means the 0th, 4th, 8th, 12th …4kth …pixels of row window in vertical or in horizontal, has higher probability to appear. Generally speaking, \( p_k \) is 1.5 to 2.5 times larger than others according to our simulation, where \( p_k \) denotes the probability of 0th, 4th, 8th, 12th ...4kth ...positions. This is because the smallest block length is 4 and the effect of zero motion vector. The blocks with zero motion vectors are usually referenced for background image. For larger quantization parameter, this effect becomes more significant. Thus, the row miss probability of H.264 motion compensation is

\[ P_{row-miss-MC} = \sum_{n=4,8,9,13,16,21} (p_{N_x} \cdot \sum_{n=L_x-N_x+1}^{L_x} p_x) + \sum_{n=4,8,9,13,16,21} (p_{N_y} \cdot \sum_{n=L_y-N_y+1}^{L_y} p_y) \]

\[ = 5 \cdot p_{N_x} + 11 \cdot p_{N_x} + 10 \cdot p_{N_x} + 6 \cdot p_{N_x} + 20 \cdot p_{N_x} + 25 \cdot p_{N_x} \cdot \frac{L_x + L_y}{4} \]

\[ = 5 \cdot p_{N_x} + 11 \cdot p_{N_x} + 10 \cdot p_{N_x} + 6 \cdot p_{N_x} + 20 \cdot p_{N_x} + 25 \cdot p_{N_x} \cdot \frac{L_x + L_y}{4} \]

IV. INTRA REQUEST OPTIMIZATION

A. Analytical analysis

According to the characteristics of video data, we can derive the translation between physical location in memory and pixel coordinates in spatial domain to reduce the row miss.

To ease analysis without loss of generality, we degrade this 2-D problem to 1-D domain. Assume that a SDRAM row contains L pixels and N continuous data are requested. The situation of row miss could be as follows. For the case without row misses, the starting point shall lie in the first L-N position of the row. However, if the starting points lie in last N-1 pixels, row miss happened. Assuming the probability of starting point position is uniform distributed, the probability of row miss is

\[ p_{row-miss-1D} = \frac{N - 1}{L} \]

For constant data length N, larger size of row means fewer row miss and the longer data length leads to higher row-miss probability with fixed row size. Extending above observations to 2-D domain, the total row miss with horizontal row miss and vertical row miss is

\[ P_{row-miss-2D} = \frac{N_x - 1}{L_x} + \frac{N_y - 1}{L_y} \]

where \( L_x \) and \( L_y \) denote the length of memory window in horizontal and vertical respectively. However, the row size is fixed for a certain type of SDRAM, which implies \( L_x \cdot L_y = \Omega \). Thus, the width and height of the row window are affected each other. The row miss probability has the minimum value when \( L_x \) is equal to \( \sqrt{\Omega} \).

Above formula is quite simplified. To be practical, we further consider the characteristics of real video sequences. In H.264 the data length we may request for motion compensation is 4, 8, 9, 13, 16 and 21 pixels according to its block modes and sub-pixel motion vectors. Besides, the probability of starting point does not distribute uniformly in many video sequences. The position number that is divisible by 4, which means the 0th, 4th, 8th, 12th …4kth …pixels of row window in vertical or in horizontal, has higher probability to appear. Generally speaking, \( p_k \) is 1.5 to 2.5 times larger than others according to our simulation, where \( p_k \) denotes the probability of 0th, 4th, 8th, 12th ...4kth ...positions. This is because the smallest block length is 4 and the effect of zero motion vector. The blocks with zero motion vectors are usually referenced for background image. For larger quantization parameter, this effect becomes more significant. Thus, the row miss probability of H.264 motion compensation is

\[ P_{row-miss-MC} = \sum_{n=4,8,9,13,16,21} (p_{N_x} \cdot \sum_{n=L_x-N_x+1}^{L_x} p_x) + \sum_{n=4,8,9,13,16,21} (p_{N_y} \cdot \sum_{n=L_y-N_y+1}^{L_y} p_y) \]

\[ = 5 \cdot p_{N_x} + 11 \cdot p_{N_x} + 10 \cdot p_{N_x} + 6 \cdot p_{N_x} + 20 \cdot p_{N_x} + 25 \cdot p_{N_x} \cdot \frac{L_x + L_y}{4} \]

\[ = 5 \cdot p_{N_x} + 11 \cdot p_{N_x} + 10 \cdot p_{N_x} + 6 \cdot p_{N_x} + 20 \cdot p_{N_x} + 25 \cdot p_{N_x} \cdot \frac{L_x + L_y}{4} \]

where the \( P_{N_k} \) is the probability of data length equal to 4 pixels in horizontal and we assume \( p_k \) is twice than others for simplicity.

Combining Eq. (4) with simulation statistics, we can find the row miss probability function is

\[ \frac{16.866 \cdot \Omega + 16.133 \cdot L_x^2}{L_x \cdot \Omega} \]

For \( L_x > 0 \), this function has a minimum vale when \( L_x \) equal to \( \sqrt{1.04} \cdot \Omega \). A typical \( \Omega \), row size of a SDRAM, can be 16384, 8192 or 4096 bits, which is 2048, 1024 or 512 pixels. For our targeted SDRAM, 2048 pixels in a row, the optimized window size should be a 46x44 rectangle. However, it is hard to
implement the translation with the 46x44 windows. We adjust the window size to 64x32. Because 32 and 64 are powers of 2, the translation can be easily implemented with bit shift.

B. Simulation results

Fig. 3 shows the statistics of row miss in different window size. The test sequences are crew, night, sailormen, and harbour in 525 SD frame size. Comparing with the linear translation like 1x2048 and 2048x1 window size, the 64x32 mapping reduces about 84% of row miss rate. Compared with the optimal 46x44 mapping, the 64x32 mapping has slightly low row miss due to more frequent horizontal motion and 4x4 block size. The rows with large size can decrease the probability of row break, thus the 32x32 window has higher row miss count than 64x32. Due to the video sequences characteristics, the occurrence of horizontal break is more frequent than vertical. Thus, the 64x32 mapping can lead to better performance.

![Fig. 3. Miss rate in different row windows](image)

Case 1: all data of single access are contained in a row.

It is clear that this case introduces no row miss, since all the data to be requested are stored in a row. The memory operation contains the row activation, data reading and precharging. Fig. 7 shows the operations under case 1. L+4 cycles are needed to complete this access, where L denotes the number of accessed data.

Case 2: all data of single access are contained in two rows. The data may be discontinuous in horizontal or in vertical as illustrated in Fig. 6.

In this case, we suffer two row miss since the accessed data are contained in different rows. However, they are in different banks. We can shorten the latency with bank alternating access. Fig. 7 shows the operations of case 2. We open the rows we may access, read the data in determined order and then precharge the opened row. Total cycle count is L+5.

![Fig. 6. Request classification](image)

Case 3: all data of single access are stored in four rows. The data break in horizontal and vertical as illustrated in Fig. 6.

Four row breaks are encountered in this case. Due to the limitation of SDRAM access cycle, one cycle latency is introduced to meet timing requirement. Fig. 7 illustrates the operations. The number of total cycles is L+7.
With above intra and inter request optimization, we can efficiently reduce the miss rate from 6.8% (without inter-request optimization) to 1.8% from simulation. Table I shows the comparisons of bandwidth requirement with other designs, while the data of [6] is from our implementation. Our proposed scheme can reduce extra memory access overhead, needs less time to transfer data, and thus save 37% of bandwidth compared to Zhu’s design at 525SD video size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Bandwidth (MBps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>proposed</td>
<td>QCIF</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CIF</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>525SD</td>
<td>46.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>720HD</td>
<td>135.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhu[6]</td>
<td>525SD</td>
<td>73.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>720HD</td>
<td>187.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an optimal data mapping for motion compensation used in H.264 video coding. Our scheme can save 37% of memory bandwidth when compared to the previous approach. This scheme can be applied to the memory controller design and can co-work with the selected on-chip-bus. Besides, this scheme can be also applied to other types of memory access in video decoding since these types are subset of that in motion compensation.
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